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In this paper we introduce the concept of “fuzzy structure” (or simply, F) 
which satisfies four fuzzy axioms, and discuss its algebraic and topological 
properties. 
Considering the complement axiom F4, it is verified that the F is essentially 
a complete lattice which is distributive and fuzzy-complementative; in other 
words, a “fuzzy lattice.” 
From that point of view, it can be shown that the neighborhood system of a 
fuzzy set in the fuzzy topological space really has some properties of a “fuzzy 
lattice.” This view is important for analyzing the fine internal structure of the 
neighborhood system. 
Finally, using closure axioms, we shall set up the foundation of a new “fuzzy 
substructure,” which could be regarded as a sort of “fuzzy” of topology. 
I. PARTIALLY ORDERED SYSTEM (POST) 
DEFINITION 1.1. By “fuzzy” (or simply, F) is meant a family F(x) of fuzzy 
subsets in X1 which satisfies the following four “fuzzy” axioms: 
Fl. A, 1 A, 0 .x~,(x) > .vAI(x) (or simply, x1 3 ~a) Vx E X 
F2. A, u A, 9 lUax[(sAl(.r), 2cA2(x)] (or simply, xi v xa) Vx E X 
F3. A, n A, o RIin[sAl(x), x~~(s)] (or simply, .vr A sa) Vx E .Y 
F4. ,q 0 1 - xA(.v) (or simply, 1 - s) Vx E X. 
1 A fuzzy subset A in X is characterized by a membership function XA(=) from X to 
the umt interval I = [0, I]. 
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DEFINITION 1.2. By a “poset” is meant a system F(X) in which a relation 
q > xa (read: sr includes xa) is defined, which satisfies 
PI. For all X, x 2 X; 
p.2, if X, > .r2 and xa 3 x1 , then .rr = x,; 
p3, if .q > xa and x2 > .ta , then s, > ~a . 
PR~P~SITI~N I. I. “Fuzzy” (F) is a poset. 
Pyoof. By axioms Fl and PI-P3, we have (i) For all X, .Y > s; (ii) if x1 3 .~a 
and q, 2 .q , then x1 = sa ; (iii) if x1 2 xp and x8 2 xa , then sr -> ~a. Hence 
F is a poset. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. Any sub-F of the F is a poset, relative to the same inclusion 
relation. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. If x1 > xz >, xS 3 . > s, > xl , then x1 = = x, . 
Proof. By axiom P3 and induction, xi > X, and x2 > X, , for all i, j; hence 
by P2, xl = x, . Q.E.D. 
It is obvious from inspection of axioms PI-P3 that 
PROPOSITION I .3 (Duality Principle). The converse (by interchanging A and 
v, and < and 2) of P is itself a poset. 
PROPOSITION I .4. The F has a least element and a greatest element. 
Proof. By Definition I. 1. the F obviously has a least element X~ = 0 which 
is contained in each other element and a greatest element s, = 1 which contains 
every other element. Q.E.D. 
II. “FUZZY LATTICE” (F-LATTICE) 
DEFINITION 2. I. A lattice is a poset, any two of whose elements xr and .T~ 
have an Inf (x1 , q), or “meet” .rr A sa , and a sup (sr , sJ, or “join” .vr v sp . 
It is evident that the dual of any lattice is again a lattice, with meets and joins 
interchanged. Also, it is easy to show by induction that any finite subset of an 
element of a lattice has an Inf and a sup. 
PROPOSITION 2. I. “Fuzzy” (8’) is a lattice. 
Proof. It is well know that, By Definition 1. I ., the intersection of x1 and .vp 
is the greatest fuzzy subset (or, Inf) contained at the same time in x1 and .r2 ; 
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and the union of x1 and xa is the least fuzzy subset (or, Sup) that contains both X, 
and x:, . In other words, any two elements of F have a greatest lower bound (or 
Inf) x1 A .x2 , and a least upper bound (or Sup) x1 v xa . Hence F is a lattice. 
Q.E.D. 
The fact that in any lattice, every finite subset has an Inf and a sup, suggests 
asking whether there are many posets, all of whose subsets have an Inf and a 
Sup. If this condition is satisfied, then the lattice is said to be a complete lattice. 
In particular, a complete lattice always has a greatest element and a least element. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A lattice is called complete if each of its nonempty subsets 
has an Inf and a Sup. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. F is a complete lattice. 
Proof. By the generalization of Definition 2.1, for a family of the fuzzy 
subsets, the intersection A, x, and the union VI x, , i E I, are defined by 
In particular, x o = 0 and x, = 1. 
Hence, By Definition 2.2, F is really a complete lattice. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. Any nonempty subset of F is a complete lattice. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. The following identities Ll-L4 completely characterize 
lattice F: 
Ll. x A x = x and x v x = x (idempotent law). 
L2 x1 A x2 = x2 A x1 and x1 v x2 = x2 v x1 (commutative law). 
L3. x1 A (xZ A x3) = (x1 A x2) A x3 and x1 v (xz v x3) = (xl v q,) v x3 
(associative law). 
L4. x1 A (x, v x2) = xl and x1 v (x1 A x2) = x1 (absorptive law). 
Proof. In any lattice F, x1 > .lcq if and only if x1 A xa = xf (or dually, 
x1 v x2 = x1). But in any F satisfying L,-L, , x1 A ~a = x2 if and only if sr v 
3~s = x1 v (x1 A x2) = x1 . nloreover if one defines sr 2 xa to mean sr A x2 = 
X s , then one gets a lattice in which x1 A x2 and .x1 v .x2 are the Inf and Sup of sr 
and x2 , respectively. For example, x1 A .‘cr = s1 implies PI. Again, if .vr > s., 
and .v2 > x1 , then xa = x1 A xa = x2 = xZ A x1 = x1 by L2 and hypothesis, 
proving P2, while if x1 2 xp and xa 2 xa , then by L3, xl A x3 = x1 A (.Q A 
xa) = (xl A xa) A xa = xa A xa = xa , whence x1 > xa . Finally, since by 
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Ll-L3 x1 A (x1 A xa) = (x1 A x1) A x2 = x1 A xp , x1 A x2 is a lower bound to 
x1 , by L2, it is therefore a lower bound to xa . But it is a greatest lower bound 
(inf) since x1 3 ‘1ca and xa 2 xa imply (Xl A X2) A X3 = X1 A (X2 A X3) = 
x1 A xa = .ra by L3. Dually, x1 v .~a is the least upper bound (sup) of x1 and xa , 
completing the proof. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 2.3. A lattice is called “modular,” if and only if its elements 
satisfy the following modular identity 
L5. If X1 < Xa , then x1 v (~a A ma) = (.x1 v xa) A x3. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. F is a modular lattice. 
Proof. (i) Let .lcl < ~a < ~a . s1 , ss , xa E F. By axioms L5, F2 and F3, we 
have 
Xl V (X2 A X3) = X1 V X2 = X3 ; 
(X1 V X2) A X3 = X2 A X3 = X2. 
(ii) Let x2 < x1 < xa . By Axioms L5, F2 and F3, we have 
X, V (X2 A X3) = Xl V X2 = .X1 ; 
(X1 V X,) V X3 = X1 A X3 = Xl . 
(iii) Let x1 < ~a < xe ; similarly, we have 
X1 V (X2 A X3) = Xl V X3 = X3 ; 
(X1 V X2) A X3 = X2 A X3 = X3 . 
The modular identity L5 holds and hence the proposition is proved. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 2.4. A modular lattice is called a “fuzzy’‘-complemented 
modular lattice if each of its elements has a “fuzzy’‘-complement X = 1 - x 
and the following conditions are satisfied: 
L6. X ATGo. 
and 
L7. (X1 A X2) = ?I V & 
(X1 V X2) = if1 A fz 
(De Morgan’s theorem). 
5 = x (involution). 
PROPOSITION 2.5. F is a “‘fuzzy”-comphnented modular lattice. 
Proof. First, By axiom F4, each of its elements has a “fuzzy’‘-complement 
x = 1 - x such that L6 is satisfied. 
Next, By Axioms F2-F4, let (i) 0 < x, < x2 < 1; (ii) 0 < xp < xl < 1. 
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For (i), we have 
(xl A x2) = 1 - Min(x, , x2) = 1 - x; 
%r v 2s = Max[(l - x1), (1 - xs)] = 1 
For (ii), we have 
x1 A x2 = 1 - Min(x, , xs) = 1 -x,; 
zl v y2 = Max[( 1 - x,), (1 - xz)] = 1 
The equality (x1 A .?a,) = %r v %s holds. 
For (i), we have 
(x1 v x2) = 1 - Max(x, , xJ = 1 - x,; 
.Vr A 3s = Min[(l - x1), (1 - %)I 
For (ii), we have 
(x1 v x2) = 1 - Max(x, , x2) = 1 - x1; 
.?r h 2s = Min[(l - xl), (1 - “41 
The equality (x1 v x2) = ?r A f2 holds. 
Finally, 







DEFINITION 2.5. A lattice will be called distributive if and only if it satisfies 
the following three identities: 
L8. (xl A x2) V (x2 A X3) V (X3 A X1) = (xl V X2) A (X2 V X3) A (X3 V X1). 
L8’. Xl A (x2 V x3) = (X1 A X2) V (XI A X3). 
L8”. X1 V (x2 A X3) = (X1 V X2) A (X1 V X3). 
PROPOSITION 2.6. F is a distributive lattice. 
Proof. To prove this proposition, we suppose that elements x1, x2 and xa, have 
their values in the following three distinct total orders (it is not useful to consider 
six): (i) 0 < x, < x2 < x3 < 1; (ii) 0 < xs < xX < xl < 1; and (iii) 0 < xs < 
x1 f x-2 < 1. 
Now prove the identity L8”. By Axioms F2 and F3, we have 
(i) (x1 v x8) A xa = Min(Max(x, , xs), xs] 
= Min[x, , xa] = xs ; 
(x1 A xs) v (xZ A xa) = Max[Min(x, , xa), Min(s, , xa)] 
= Max(x, , x2) = .vg . 
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(ii) (x1 v xa) A xa = Min(Max(x, , x1), .‘~a] 
= Min[x, , xa] = xs ; 
(xi A xa) v (x, A xs) = Max[Min(xr , xa), Min(x, , xa] 
= Max[x, , .Ya] = xa . 
(iii) (x1 v xa) h .x3 = Min[Max(x, , a$, xa] 
= Min[x, , xa] = xs ; 
(x1 A xa) v (xa A xa) = Max[Min(x, , xa), Min(x, , xa)] 
= Max[x, , xa] = xa . 
One may prove identities L8 and L8”in the same manner. Hence the proposition 
is proved. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. The identity L8” implies L5. 
Proof. Assuming x1 ,< xa in L8”, by F3, one gets x1 v (x, A x3) = 
(x1 v x2) A xa . The proposition is proved. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. Any distributive lattice is modular. 
III. “FUZZY” TOPOLOGY (F-TOPOLOGY) 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let X be a non-empty set. By “fuzzy” topology is meant a 
family T If fuzzy subsets on X iff T satisfies the following axioms: 
(i) T is a “fuzzy” (or F). 
(ii) T is a topology which satisfies the following three axioms: 
Tl. x, , X,E T. 
T2. x, , xa E T = x1 A x2 E T. 
T3. x, E T =z. v xi E T. 
LEI 
The pair (X, T) is called a “fuzzy” to topological space. 
Every member of T is called a T-open fuzzy set. A fuzzy set is T-closed if and 
only if its complement is T-open. (or simply, open and closed set). As ordinary 
topologies, the indiscrete fuzzy topology contains only .z~ and x1 , while the dis- 
crete fuzzy topology contains all fuzzy sets. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A fuzzy set x, in (X, T) is a neighborhood of a fuzzy set xA 
if and only if there exists an open fuzzy set x,-, such that xA < x,, < x, . 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. A fuzzy set xA is open #for each fuzzy set xB < xA is a 
neighborhood of xe . 
Proof. (3) obvious. 
(a) suppose xs < xA , then xA < xA . 
By the condition of Proposition 3.1, there exists an open fuzzy set x,, such that 
XA < so < XA . Hence, X,~ = .q, and xA is open. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. The intersection xN h x,,, of any neighborhood xN and xM 
of a fuzzy set xA is also a neighborhood of xA . 
Proof. X~ and xM are neighborhoods of xA . By Definition 3.2, so 3 fuzzy 
open sets xG , x, such that 
Hence .rA < xc A X~ < xN A xM , and .t”c A .Y~ is open, or xN A xM is a 
neighborhood of xA . Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Any fuzzy superset xM of a neighborhood xN of a fuzzy set 
x,, is also a neighborhood of x,, . 
Proof. xN is a neighborhood of xA , so 3 an open fuzzy set xc such that 
xA < xo < xN . By hypothesis, xN < xM so 
xA GxC GxN <x,, which implies xA < xc < xM 
and hence x,,,, is a neighborhood of xA . Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let xs be the neighborhood system of a fuzzy set xA in (X, T), 
then 
(i) xs is non-empty and xA is contained in each member of xs . 
(ii) The intersection of any two members of X is also a member of 9s . 
(iii) Ecyery fuzzy superset of a member of xs is also a member of xs . 
(iv) Each member .vN E .vs is a fuzzy superset of a member sG E xs , where 
x0 is an open fuzzy set. 
Proof. (i) If Nh. E x”r, then 3 an open fuzzy set xc such that X, < xG < Jo ; 
hence sA < .vM . Note x, E .vS since .vg is an open fuzzy set containing xA ; so 
xs f X@ . 
(ii), (iii). See proposition above. 
(iv) If .XN E x St then .Y~ is a neighborhood of .xA , so 3 an open fuzzy set 
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.Y~ such that x+, < xc ,( xN . But by the preceeding problem xc E xs and xG is 
an open fuzzy set. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let X~ and xg be fuzzy sets in (X, T), and let xA > .Y~, 
then .lcg is called an interior fuzzy set of xA iff xA is a neighborhood of .rB . The 
union of all interior fuzzy sets of .rA is called the interior of xA and is denoted 
by xAo . 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let xA be a fuzzy set in (X, T), then xAo is open and is the 
largest open fuzzy set contained in xA . The fuzzy set xA is open iff X~ = .T~o. 
Proof. By Definition 33, clearly xAo is itself an interior fuzzy set of .yq , and 
hence there exists an open fuzzy set x,, such that .Y~O < x,, < sA . But q, is an 
interior fuzzy set of xA , and hence x,, ,< xRo . Hence .vAo = q,, thus, .xAo is open 
and is the largest open fuzzy set contained in x,, . If X~ is open, then sA F< sAo , 
for sAO is an interior fuzzy set of XA . Hence, sA = X~O andthe converse is obvious- 
ly true. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. The Inf of a system2 offinite neighborhoods is a neighborhood. 
Proof. A system of finite neighborhoods is a family of fuzzy sets. By Axom 
F3, it has an Inf which is a fuzzy set of this family. YIoreover, the Inf is an inter- 
section of all neighborhoods, which is the greatest neighborhood contained at 
the same time in all neighborhoods. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. The Sup of a system of any ne@borhood is a neighborhood. 
Proof. A system of any neighborhoods is a family of fuzzy sets. By Axiom 
F2, it has a sup which is a fuzzy set of this family. Rloreorer, the sup is a union 
of all neighborhoods, which is the least neighborhood containing all neighbor- 
hood containing all neighborhoods of the system. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. The neighborhood system of any fuzzy set x4 in (-I-, T) has an 
“F-lattice” structure. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. The Sup of all interior fuzzy sets of s,, is .s,,o . 
Proof. By Definition 3.3, s.,,o is the union of all interiorifuzzy sets of s,,, . 
By Axiom F2, it is the least interior fuzzy set containing all interior fuzzy sets 
of SA . QED. 
COROLLARY. AN interior fuzzy sets of anv fuzzy set s,., in (-Y, T) constitutes a 
sup-semi-F-lattice (or simply, SSF-lattice). 
*The system of finite neighborhoods, IX., n f.lmily of tinlte neighborhoods. 
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DEFINITION 3.4. Let xA be a fuzzy subset of (X, T). The closure of xA , 
denoted by zc,.- is the intersection of all closed supersets of x,., _ In other words, 
if {.vFI , i E I} is the family of all closed fuzzy subsets of S containing x,,- = 
A ze1 SFt . 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let sR- be the closure of a fuzzy set sR , then 
(9 sA- is closed. 
(ii) if .xf is a closed superset of xA then .xA 5: x~- < So . 
(iii) xA is closed iff .xA = xA- . 
Proof. (i) By Definition 3.4. x~- is the intersection of closed sets. 
(ii) By Definition 3.4. and Axiom F3, .z’~- is the least closed superset of 
sA , that is, if sF is a closet fuzzy set containing .Y~ , then .Y,~ < .w,.- :c -tr . 
(iii) Accordingly, sA is closed iff .xA = .Y~- . Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.10. The Inf of all closed supersets of xA is xA- 
Proof. By Definition 3.4., sq- is the intersection of all closed supersets of 
.VA . By Axiom F3, this intersection X- is the greatest closed superset (or Inf) of 
x.,, contained at the same time in all closed supersets of .xA , in other Rords, 
X- is an Inf of all closed supersets of .xA . Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. All closed fuzzy supersets of any fuzzy set x,, in (X, T) consti- 
tutes an Inf-Semi-F-lattice (or simply, IST-lattice). 
PROPOSITION 3.11. Let sA- be the closure of sA and x8- be the closure of sB ; 
then 
0) SD- = xa . 
(ii) s,q < x4- . 
(iii) .Y(q”&- = .Y(A-“p) . 
(iv) .Y(q-)- = .T,$- . 
Proof. (i) and (iv). X, and x~- are closed; hence they arc equal to their 
closures. 
(ii) By Definition 3.4., the .z’~- contains the sq and by Axiom Fl, we have 
.-CA < s,4- . 
(iii) Since .v,.,- < .~(~~a)- and sg- .< xtAvB)- ; hence .Y,~-~~-) < x(~-“~)- . 
But .~(~~a) < s(~-~~-), a closed fuzzy set since it is the union of two closed fuzzy 
sets. Then (Proposition 3.9) ~~~~~~~ < .Y(~~~)- < .v(~-~~-) and therefore 
x(q”B)- = .T(A-vB-) * Q.E.D. 
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IV. TOPOLOGICAL “Fuzz~” (TOPOLOGICAL F) 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let F be a poset. For every fuzzy subset xA EF there is one 
and only one sA- = .xrA E F which satisfies the following axioms: 




H2. .rC4-)- = No-. 
The endomorphism T is called a topology on F and the F is called a topological 
poset. T-4 is denoted the endomorphism of A. 
For every fuzzy subset xA , the fuzzy subset xA- is called the closure)of .rA . If 
xA < xA- , then the relation is called xA associate to xA, , where A, is an another 
fuzzy subset. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. A fuzzy subset xF is closed if xF = xF- . Every closure is 
closed. 
Proof. see Proposition 3.9. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. The x, is closed. 
Proof, Since the x, is a “universal” set, then X,- < X, . But by Hl, X, < 
X,- , hence AY, = Xx- . Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. The intersection of any number of the closed fuzzy subset is 
closed. 
Proof. Let (x~,)~~, be a family of the closed fuzzy subsets x~~ ; their inter- 
section is denoted by xp . By HO, for every i E I, xF .< xF, * xF- -< xF, ; SO 
x,-<x,.ByHl,s,<s,-. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. If xB is a closed base of F and for eoery family of the closed 
fuzzy subsets in se their intersection exists (in F), then for every family of the closed 
fuzzy subsets in F their intersection also exists. 
Proof. Let (.rP )cs, be a family of the closed fuzzy subsets, yp inF; for every 
i E I, (x~,,)~~~ is a’ family of all fuzzy subsets xg in .vs with .v;, < .vB . Then 
the intersection -z~ = Al., X~ exists. (Since .lcf = Al .Y~, and .vFI = A, x8,, , 
iEZ, jE Jz, thenx, = /\?,,.v; ). Q.E.D. L> 
DEFINITION 4.2. Except for Axioms Hl and H2, if F also satisfies the follow- 
ing axioms: 
H3’ ‘ICtALvA2)- = S,A,-~A2-) 
H4. xg- =s~, 
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then the tkpology on F is called classical topology and the F is called the classical 
topological poset. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. In the classical topological poset F the union of the fintte 
closed fuzzy subsets is closed. 
Proof, Let xr 1 = xF1- and xF 2 = xr,- . By H3 and induction qFIVF,)- = 
xv,-VF*-) = .T(FlVF2) . Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. The xtt is closed. 
Proof. By H4 and Proposition 4.1. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 4.3. If F is a “fuzzy” (F-lattice), then the F is called a topological 
“fuzzy” (topological-F). 
For every fuzzy subset xA in F, the fuzzy subset xRo = x(z)- is called the interior 
ofx,. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. A fuzzy subset xo is open if xo = xoo . Every interior is 
open. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.5. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 4.8. A fuzzy subset xo in F is open iff the complement xr = xc 
is closed. 
Proof. By L7, x - X(C)- * xc = xw, thus xc = xGo . But xc = xco D 
xc = x(co) , b Y L7 afd- 
DEFINITION 4.3. xz = X(C)-, hence xc = xtc,- . Q.E.D. 
Finally, by Definition 3.1. and Axiom F4, the following propositions obviously 
hold. 
PROPOSITION 4.9. The x, in F is open. 
PROPOSITION 4.10. The x a in F is open. 
PROPOSITION 4.11. The union of any open fuzzy subsets in F is open, 
PROPOSITION 4.12. The intersection of finite open fuzzy subsets in F is open. 
PROPOSITION 4.13. The family xB of the fuzzy subsets xB in F is an open base 
of F t$c the family of the complements xg of the fuzzy subsets xB is a closed base of 
the F. 
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PROPOSITION 4.14. If xB is an open base of F and for every family of the open 
fuzzy subsets in xB their union exists (in F), then for every family of the open fuzzy 
subsets in F their union also exists. 
PROPOSITION 4.15. xA, < xA2 =S xA,o < xAeo. 
PROPOSITION 4.16. xAo < xA 
PROPOSITION 4.17. X(~O)O = X,,O 
PROPOSITION 4.18. x+~,)o = x(,,,loAApo) . 
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